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Abstract
We present an interactive system to provide effective and efficient search capabilities in Community Question Answering (cQA) forums. The system integrates state-of-the-art technology for
answer search with a Web-based user interface specifically tailored to support the cQA forum
readers. The answer search module automatically finds relevant answers for a new question by
exploring related questions and the comments within their threads. The graphical user interface
presents the search results and supports the exploration of related information. The system is
running live as a part of the Qatar Living forums.
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Introduction

Community Question Answering (cQA) forums, such as StackOverflow and Quora, are becoming more
and more popular these days.1 They represent effective means for communities of users around particular
topics to share information and to collectively solve their information needs. cQA forums typically
organize their content in the form of multiple topic-oriented question–comment threads, where a question
posed by a user may be answered by a possibly very long list of other users’ comments.
Many such on-line forums are not moderated, which often results in noisy and redundant content.
Users tend to initiate new questions or engage in discussions that easily deviate from the original topic.
Additionally, the same questions may be posted repeatedly with minor variations. This near-duplicity is
very difficult to track for users, who are usually offered simple search capabilities by the forum interface.
Finding existing good answers to newly-posed questions (i.e., never asked in exactly this way before) is
a real challenge for cQA, since they may be scattered around multiple related conversations and buried
among a large number of comments. Recently, automatic systems have been proposed to address this
problem in the framework of the SemEval-2015 and SemEval-2016 tasks on cQA (Nakov et al., 2015;
Nakov et al., 2016).2
In this paper, we present an interactive system tailored to help users to find good answers to a new
question and we apply it to the Qatar Living forum. The system integrates search and NLP modules
to (i) find related questions in the forum, and (ii) rank by relevance the comments within the thread for
each such related question. The top suggested answer to the original question is found by a combination
of these two processes. The core NLP part of our system is the answer ranking module. This is an
improved version of the state-of-the-art classifier with which we participated in SemEval-2016 Task 3
(Barrón-Cedeño et al., 2016).
Our system integrates a Web-based interface to address the further challenges that arise in presenting
the results to the user. The interface allows the user to start with a new question, then to explore the
related threads to find the ones that are most relevant to his/her information needs, and eventually to
navigate through the comments of a thread looking for relevant answers to the question.
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Figure 1: Overview of our interactive system for supporting community question answering.
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System Overview

An overview of our system is shown in Figure 1. We first perform some offline steps to process the data
and to train the rerankers (Subfigure a). The proper on-line system is illustrated in Subfigure b. In the
remainder of this section, we briefly discuss these steps.
Offline Processing In order to build the system, we obtained a recent dump of the Qatar Living forum
(from March 2016), and we performed several formatting pre-processing steps. We also used the cQA
dataset from SemEval-2016 Task 3 (subtask A), where the comments in the threads are annotated with
good vs. bad labels indicating how well the comments answer the question in the thread. Using this
dataset, we extracted features and we trained a kernel-based comment classifier (cf. Section 3). The
trained models are used to provide goodness scores for each comment in each thread.
Online Processing When a user types a new question q, the system performs the following three steps
on the fly: (i) Retrieving related questions with a search engine module, where Google local search
is invoked to retrieve the top-n question threads in the Qatar Living forum that are most similar to q;
(ii) Ranking the answers, where all the comments from these top-n question threads are ranked based
on their relevance with respect to q (see Section 3 for detail); (iii) Visualizing the results, where the
presentation module takes the related questions’ threads together with the ranked lists of comments and
the overall best selected answer, and presents them to the user within an interactive Web interface (see
Section 4 below).
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Ranking Answers with Respect to the Input Question

We compute the relevance score of a comment c in a question thread q 0 with respect to the original
question q by multiplying: (i) the relevance of q 0 to q (we use the inverse rank in the list returned by
the Google search engine) by (ii) the goodness score for c with respect to q 0 (produced by the comment
classifier, and indicating how well comment c answers q 0 ). The resulting score is used to rank all the
comments from the retrieved question threads to obtain the best overall answer to the input question.
The core NLP component of this architecture is the comment classifier, which is briefly described below.
The Comment Classifier Given a question and a set of comments associated with it, the task is to
assign a relevance score to each of the comments according to their goodness at answering the question.
This very problem was set at SemEval-2016 Task 3 (Nakov et al., 2016). We trained a Support Vector
Machine (SVM) classifier on the SemEval-2016 subtask A dataset to distinguish between good and
bad comments. The kernel function in our SVM is a linear combination of four functions: two linear
kernels over numeric features and embeddings, and two tree kernels over shallow syntactic trees.
Numeric Features They include three types of information: (i) a variety of textual similarity measures
computed between the question and the comment, (ii) several Boolean features capturing the presence of
URLs, emails, positive/negative words, acknowledgments, forum categories, long words, etc., and (iii) a
set of global features modeling dialogue and user interactions in the thread. More detailed descriptions
of these features can be found in (Barrón-Cedeño et al., 2015; Nicosia et al., 2015; Joty et al., 2015).
2

Embedding Features We learn embeddings for questions and answers by training a convolutional neural
network (CNN) on the comment classification task following (Severyn and Moschitti, 2015). Specifically, the input to the CNN is formed by two matrices containing word embeddings for the question and
for the answer, respectively. The CNN performs a convolution and a max-pooling operations on the word
embeddings and on the convoluted feature maps, respectively, to produce the question embedding qe and
the answer embedding ce . These embeddings are then combined to produce a similarity value using a
similarity matrix. The similarity and the embeddings along with other additional similarity features are
then passed through a hidden layer and next to the output layer for classification. The qe and ce are
learned by backpropagating the (cross entropy) errors from the output layer. qe and ce vectors are finally
concatenated and used as features in our SVM model.
Tree kernels We use tree kernels to measure the syntactic similarity between the question and the comment. First, we produce shallow syntactic trees for the question and for the comment using the Stanford
parser (Klein and Manning, 2003). Following Severyn and Moschitti (2012), we link the two trees by
connecting nodes such as NP, PP, VP, when there is at least one lexical overlap between the corresponding phrases of the trees, and we mark those links using a specific tag. The kernel function K is defined
as: K((t1 , t2 ), (c1 , c2 )) = T K(t1 , c1 )+T K(t2 , c2 ), where T K(t, c) is a tree kernel function operating
over a pair of question (t) and comment (c) trees.3
Classification Performance We evaluated our comment classifier on the SemEval-2016 Task 3 test
set with the official scorer, obtaining the following results: MAP=77.66, AvgRec=88.05, MRR=84.93,
F1 =66.16, Acc=75.54. Compared to the systems that took part in the competition, our system would
have ranked in second position according to the official MAP evaluation metric (−1.5 points below the
best). In contrast, we achieve better F1 (+1.8) and better Accuracy (+0.4) than the top system. For a full
comparison to the SemEval-2016 Task 3 results see (Nakov et al., 2016).
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The System in Action

The design of our visual interface was guided by previous research on designing interfaces for exploring
online conversations (Hoque and Carenini, 2016); however, in this new design we took into account
specific features of cQA data and tasks. Our interface consists of the following components: a search bar,
a question list view that shows the top-most relevant questions to the user’s question; and a conversation
view showing the question followed by the answers for a particular question thread (see Figure 2).
Questions list view: After the system finds the related questions to the user’s question, it presents the
top relevant questions in a scrollable list view (see Figure 2, left). Each item within the question list view
represents a question thread, showing the original question, the posting date, and a stacked bar with the
distribution of useful comments. In this way, the user can get a sense of which threads seem to be more
relevant and which threads may contain the most useful answers. The questions are ordered by their
relevance rank by default, but the user can change this order by selecting criteria from the popup menu
‘Order by’. For instance, s/he can order the question threads based on the number of useful answers
within each of these threads. Finally, at any time, the user can filter out less useful comments by using
the slider of the legend at the top. Note that on top of the question list view, the interface also shows the
comment that has received the best score with respect to the new question (“Best Answer”). This way,
the user may be able to find a very good answer to his/her question immediately, without having to open
any question thread and then navigating to a good answer within that thread.
Conversation view: When the user selects a particular question thread from the list, the system
presents the corresponding thread in the conversation view (see Figure 2, right). On top of this conversation view, the original question along with a visual overview of the entire thread is presented, followed
by the list of detailed comments.4 The thread overview visually encodes the comments using a sequence
of rectangles from left to right, where each rectangle represents a comment. A set of five sequential
colors was used in a perceptually meaningful order, ranging from dark green (highly useful) to white
(not useful) to encode the classification score for each comment.
3
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We use Partial Tree Kernel and Syntactic Tree Kernel (Moschitti, 2006; Collins and Duffy, 2001) to instantiate T K.
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Figure 2: A screenshot of the interface showing the top answer and related questions for a user’s question.
As the user selects a related question (marked by the blue rectangular boundary), the interface shows the
corresponding thread in the conversation view (right).
From the thread overview, the user can quickly notice which comments seem to be more useful and
then can immediately navigate to a particular comment by clicking on the rectangle representing that
comment. Note that hovering on a rectangle in the thread view highlights the corresponding comment in
the detailed view (by scrolling if needed) and vice-versa.
Implementation The system is implemented as a Java Web application and runs on an Apache Tomcat
Server. The back-end of the system is developed using Java. The presentation module, on the other
hand, is implemented in Javascript (using the D3 and JQuery libraries). The system is sufficiently fast to
respond in real time to the user’s actions. A key factor for the efficiency is the fact that we precomputed
and stored the goodness scores for all the comments in all the question-threads from the static snapshot
of the Qatar Living database. Thus, at running time there is no need to classify the comments of the
already stored question-comment threads.
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Conclusion

We have presented an interactive system that supports users to find good answers to newly-posed questions using pre-existing questions and their answer threads in community question answering forums. In
particular, we implemented a Web-based demo trained on data from SemEval-2016 Task 3 and allows
users to ask questions and to get real-time answers using data from the Qatar Living forum. The demo has
already been deployed in Qatar Living.5 It provides a graphical interface, which allows users to navigate
in the set of related questions (question-list view) and in the set of comments in a thread (conversation
view). Internally, the system uses state-of-the-art NLP tools and search capabilities to effectively retrieve
and rerank a set of comments with respect to the new question.
5
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In future work, we will evaluate the demo interface by running user studies with real Qatar Living
users. We also plan to further improve all the classifiers of our system.
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